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Mayor DeVita < Swiftreach@laurelhollow.org >

Wednesday, May 18, 20221:49 PM

Mayor Devita

Get On The No Solicitation List

Dear Neighbor:

While the nice weather calls us outdoors, it also brings peddlers and solicitors out of the woodwork.

Unfortunately, the law does not allow us to ban any and all solicitation. Fortunately, we can regulate

it and allow our residents to opt out completely of being the subject of solicitation. We revamped

our solicitation law only a few years ago and it is very current and Constitutional. (lt is Chapter 88 of

our Code). Any organization wishing to solicit must register and be licensed by the Village. This

requires the company to provide detailed information about its organization and any person who is

to be soliciting in our Village. There are other requirements too such as the person soliciting must be

wearing a photographic lD containing certain information. Nevertheless, our ordinance also provides

the opportunity for residents to completely opt out of being subject to any solicitation or peddling,

Simply provide to the Village the following information: name, address, date, and that you object to

all solicitation of goods or services or distribution of handbills, pamphlets, and the like. Also,

alternatively you can name specific companies you just want excluded if you desire. ln any event, if
you do make a submission and you find someone soliciting you anyway, call the police by dialing

911, Do not call the Vlllage Hall. We pay good money for 911 to dispatch our police. To be clear, 911

is not just for emergencies. lt is the quickest and most efficient method by which our police are

dispatched for any reason. Thank you for your cooperation and be well'

Mayor Dan DeVita and your Board of Trustees (Deputy Mayor Jeffrey Nemshin, Trustee Richard

Nicklas, Trustee and Harbormaster Jeffrey Miritello, Trustee Nicholas Tsafos, Trustee Martin Novick,

Trustee Kevin Jusko)

unsubscribe
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